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Introduction

NOT LONG AGO in these pages, while mulling over how writerly 
imaginings shape the stuff of history, Sabina Murray made a striking 
claim: “What we learn through fiction, we don’t learn through fact, we 
learn through people. We learn things through how people experience 
them.” Why else, she wonders, when we think of the British Regency, is 
Austen our guiding hand? Or Dickens, whenever we remember what 
urban poverty meant during Victorian times? And why — though Achebe 
long ago offered the essential counterargument — do we still follow 
Conrad into the Belgian Congo? No doubt about it: there is power in 
such words. Even the past is not safe from our stories. So why then today 
do we read again and again about the death of the novel, or that the mar-
ket for fiction has vanished, vanquished by the memoir, or that the only 
audience left is YA anyway, and they read and write for screens, not print. 
If our knowledge of history is truly found, captured, grasped — firmly and 
perhaps only — by our best storytellers in their most memorable tales, do 
you really think we will, or even can, give that up?

On the other hand, of the thousands of stories that are sent our way 
each year, it is consistently surprising how very few take us beyond the hic 
et nunc to other places, other times. With all of history and all the globe 
out there for the telling, why no rush for the gold? Like any other trend, 
this neglect may soon disappear. Indeed, the nuggets packed into our Fall 
issue are evidence that it already has. We begin with three testimonies: 
Meena Alexander writes of seventeenth-century Venice and the poet 
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Sarra Copia; Ricardo Piglia spins history as dreamscape in post-Peronist 
Argentina; and Julie Lekstrom Himes finds contemporary resonance in 
the life of the Austro-Hungarian physician Ignaz Semmelweis. 

From there, we move on to masters of form; after all, as comments like 
Murray’s make clear, without the shaping, there is no memory. Three cor-
nucopian chorales from the always astonishing Dean Young and a stream of 
collective consciousness from the late great Antonio Tabucchi. Readers of 
MR will have already walked miles with Dickinson as their companion, yet 
few have spent their time more wisely than Peggy O’Brien.

When asked who was Sarajevo’s Austen, Dickens, or Conrad, whose 
characters and words most perfectly captured the city’s spirit, those in 
the know invariably say Karim Zaimović. His stories, which he narrated 
weekly during the siege on Radio Zid, broadcast Sarajevan civility and 
courage in opposition to barbarism, and they did so for the citizens of 
the city itself. As such, the Massachusetts Review is particularly proud to 
feature one of those stories here, stunningly illustrated by Enis Čišić and 
elegantly translated by Aleksandar Brezar.

As fall returns the measure of time is again impossible to avoid. So 
whether you have new crops to harvest or just the same old leaves to 
rake, we trust you’ll enjoy — and learn from — this cast of characters and 
their stories. 

Jim Hicks
for the editors


